Our leadership works with members to design enforceable solutions to widespread problems. Some examples include MRCT’s fight to improve the schedules of CT workers to be more predictable and fair, working with parents and student leaders to raise awareness about transportation deficiencies as barriers to education access for students in Bridgeport and throughout the state.
ABOUT MAKE THE ROAD CONNECTICUT

Since MRCT began in early 2015, the organization has grown substantially, operating committees that meet weekly in our Bridgeport and Hartford community centers to fight for immigrant and workers' rights. MRCT believes that the path to change is to build the power of communities to organize themselves and fight back against inequality. MRCT members lead our rallies, create strategies to win our campaigns, and educate community members about their rights.

MRCT has been a leader in organizing parents and youth in Bridgeport and Hartford in the fight for educational justice, access, and equity, and supports community members who are undocumented and currently in deportation proceedings, have had family members deported, or are children of parents who have been separated by deportation by creating an invaluable space where the community is able to come together to speak openly about their fears and begin to process their collective trauma.

OUR IMPACT IN A SINGLE YEAR

- mobilized more than 1,000 people to take action in support of immigrant and workers' rights;
- provided educational programming to 500 immigrant families;
- secured numerous immigrant and workers rights victories at the state and local level throughout Connecticut;
- trained more than 100 immigrant members of the organization in media and leadership skills.

FOR MORE INFORMATION

Barbara Lopez
Director, Make the Road Connecticut
barbara.lopez@maketheroadct.org
203-549-8841

OFFICE LOCATIONS

850 State Street
Bridgeport, CT 06605

360 Farmington Avenue
Hartford, CT 06105